
The Economics of the Constitution 
Forrest's liThe Fall of the House of Usurp" (Nov. 1995) bril

liantly points out the decline of the Republic following the War 
Between the States or, as some call it, the War of Northern Ag
gression. The decline, I submit, began with the ratification of the 
Constitution. Originally convened to revise the Articles of Con
federation, the convention delegates arbitrarily scrapped the Arti
cles and created a new document. The passage of the Constitu
tion was touch and go. Generally, it was opposed by yeoman 
farmers and supported by lawyers, merchants and rich landhold
ers with big plantations in the tidewater. What is generally not 
known is that many in this group had bought Revolutionary War 
bonds for pennies on the dollar from economically distressed 
purchasers. The formation of a centralized national government 
guaranteed the bonds and their 6% interest, providing a huge 
profit to the bond holders. 

Sending federal troops to impose federal edicts didn't begin 
with Selma, Alabama. The first instance of federal bullying was 
the suppression of the Whiskey Rebellion in western Pennsylva
nia in 1794. Hard-pressed farmers, who seldom made $20 a year 
and used whiskey as barter, were forced to pay seven cents a gal
Ion on what they distilled. Tax monies went east to pay govern
ment expenses, such as interest on the national debt, and further 
aggravated the short money supply of the region. Illegal liquor 
was forfeited with half going to the person turning in the viola
tor-similar to today's fink fee the IRS gives for turning in tax 
cheats. 
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• The Harm of Feminism 
In M.M.'s latest writings in Instauration she commented on 

the impolite behavior of other Instaurationists. This is an unfortu
nate but easily understood phenomenon. I sense a lot of frustra
tion out there towards females and this frustration exists because 
of the relative dearth of women in the movement. Females are 
less apt to study political issues and more likely to adopt what is 
fashionable rather than what is true. In addition feminism has se
riously eroded the overall quality of the American female. Even 
some "movement" females stubbornly adhere to feminist notions. 

If M.M. or any of her sisters are seriously interested in be
coming involved in the intellectual side of the radical right, they 
should first come to a full understanding of the anti-human na
ture of feminism. They should then learn how to oppose it and 
create an alternative. 

Having watched the Palestinian Resistance for many years, I 
am continually amazed at the Palestinians' ability to survive fero
cious oppression and continue their desperate struggle. Part of 
their strength is the courage of their young men, but an equal 
part of it is the strength of their women, who stand by their side 
and fully share in the struggle. 

Over here we are burdened with females whose feminist
inspired desire to be "free-spirited and independent" has turned 
them into overage children who cannot lead, follow or get out 
the way. 
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.. 
Affirmative Action Death 

The February issue had a short review of an article about af
firmative action among fire fighters. The article noted that it used 
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to take 10 to 12 years to become a lieutenant, but affirmative ac
tion made it possible for women and minorities to be promoted 
much faster. There was a story about a black lieutenant killed by 
a 2,000-degree back draft. It caught him standing, while the 
white fire fighters he presumably commanded hit the floor, and 
survived. Those few words painted a vivid picture. 

Those fire fighters could see what was coming and moved to 
save themselves in time. Anyone of them could have called out 
to the lieutenant and told him to duck. But the cosmic justice of 
the situation made the temptation to hesitate irresistible. A prop
erly competent lieutenant, with 10 plus years' experience, would 
have seen what was about to happen. He should have been the 
one who shouted the warning. Only by covering for the black 
lieutenant's incompetence, only by performing his work for 
him-as the unwritten rules demand-could one of the other fire 
fighters have saved his life. Every one of them elected not to do 
that. 

What they did was a species of murder or maybe negligent 
manslaughter. But there is no way to prove any wrongdoing. The 
incident indicates that in really dangerous occupations accepting 
an affirmative action promotion can prove to be fatal. 

• Hatefulest Letter 
I am a 28-year-old black man living in New Orleans. I am 

an intelligent proud black American and I am not afraid of your 
vile propaganda. It is obviously your own small minded fear of 
the African peoples superior intellect and endurance which fuels 
your pathetic hatred. This racist terror is not unjustified-YOU 
SHOULD BE SCARED! Like cornered rats you white devils bare 
your yellow teeth and blackened souls. Like cornered rats you 
shriek helplessly as the black man rises with the rage of hundreds 
of years and stamps out your race. Unlike your savage, animal
like methods, we won't need bloodthirsty literature to incite fee
ble minded rednecks to run into the streets with guns and noos
es. Your hopes to have the black man kill himself in gang war
fare will fail too. Fear not the Negro street thug, for he is. a dying 
breed. Fear the new Negro army, the educated black man. fu.ar 
J.I..S. for we will take everything you have. Your homes, your land, 
your businesses, your schools, your churches, your stadiums, 
your souls. A black America is upon us and we won't need guns. 
We have intelligence, cunning, money, connections and above 
all a deep resentment of your filthy kind to win the war. My ad~ 
vice is to crawl into your little hole for the next five years and 
hope that economically you can even afford the paper to print 
your feeble rantings on, when you crawl out. The white man 
bleeds money, and trust the lord-your blood will flow freely 
into the black mans hands. The reign of white IIpower" is over. 
You can count on it. 

New Orleans Negro 

Vive les Libertarians! • 
Zip 209 (March 1996) is correct about Libertarians. In the 

political realm they are our best hope. Contrary to the editor, ma
terialism isn't the Libertarian God, individual freedom is. I think 
the editor's thinking has been influenced by Jewess Ayn Rand 
(geboren Alice Rosenbaum). Not all Libertarians are diSciples of 
Rand and her (largely Jewish) circle. As to Libertarian presiden

) 
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tial candidate Harry Browne, the quote of his by the editor is out 
of context. It appears in Browne's book, Why Government 
Doesn't Work, on the subject of foreign aid and why self
sufficient nations like Israel don't need it. The quote had nothing 
to do with the history of territorial claims over Palestine. I'll be 
blunt. I love my race, but I also love my liberty and I'd resent liv
ing under an authoritarian state, even of my own people, as 
much as the minority laden one we suffer under now. In a Liber
tarian society we'd all be free to exclude nonwhites from our 
lives if we so chose and most whites freed from affirmative ac
tion and civil rights laws would do just that. Forced separatism 
by government edict is just as bad as the f~~ced mixing we have 
now. 
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What About "Redneck?" 
I appreciated M.M. revisiting the redneck question (March 

1996). She and I define the term differently. I give redneck a 
more general, positive meaning, in the "good Qle boy" vein. Like 
in the country song, Redneck, White Socks and Blue Ribbon 
Beer, or the newer Gimme a Redneck Girl. The media, of 
course, mean the term as a putdown. I believe in taking lemons 
and making lemonade. M.M. gives redneck a more narrow, neg
ative meaning, which is her prerogative. 
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Proposed Improvements 
Three things I wish Instauration had in every issue: (1) As 

many articles as possible ending at the bottom of a page. It 
makes it easier to cut them out to mai I to possible converts, to 
those who inhabit the 'Waverer's Corner"; (2) Sober, not polemi
cal, articles about race that won't turn off the undecided; (3) Arti
cles about blacks that do not refer to the Chosen. It is ten times 
as easy to make a convert by talking about the sins of blacks 
(particularly after the O.J. trial) than the sins of Jews. The Holo
caust still casts its magic spell. 
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• Comments of a Disbeliever 
Occasionally one of our Christian fellow travelers gets his 

feelings hurt because our editor publishes someone's depreciat
ing comment about his religion or its practitioners. Then there 
follows some soul searching in the Safety Valve about whether 
or not we should actually bare our souls when it comes to relig
ion. After all, our numbers are minuscule and we need all the 
help we can get. Allow me to testify that my total life experi
ence shows that those who have made it kPlown to me in just a 
few minutes of conversation that they are practicing Christians 
are suffering from some serious mental disorder along the lines 
of financial irresponsibility, homosexuality, thievery, perjury and 
general dishonesty. To top this off they are grossly intolerant of 
all other sects and religions. Far and away the most peculiar of 
these "deeply religious people" are those who also believe in 
liThe Rapture." Is it really possible to be any more kooked out 
than to believe in that? 

What takes the absolute cake for me is contained in the ad
monition I got about politics and race from some Bible
thumping, computer-literate people that I thought were friends. 
The situation involved the recent abrogation of the First Amend
ment by Congress with the Telecommunications Reform Bill, 
a.k.a. Censorship of the Internet. "Someone has to keep the child 
pornography off the Internet," they said. My remark was, "What 
for, it's all over TV, newspapers, movies and magazines." They 
countered, 'Well if you don't like it in America, why don't you 
move somewhere else?" My response: "I like America just fine; 

it's these new laws that scare me." The pious Christians went on 
to tell me that they did not care about politics, nor did they want 
to know about it. They did not care what happened anywhere 
except on their own little street. Then I asked the $64 question, 
"What will you do when a Significant plank from your religion 
gets outlawed?" I was stunned at the answer these chapter-and
verse-quoting believers gave. With a grim, tight-lipped expres
sion, a voice hardened with conviction and a fierce look directed 
into my eyes, they said, "When that happens we will get some 
new beliefs." My remark to them as I headed out the door: 
"Thanks for the candid reply, I have finally met an honest Chris
tian." As far as protecting our race is concerned, modern Chris
tians are of no help and should be shunned as mental defectives. 
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• In Praise of Forrest 
There is so much value in the writings of N. B. Forrest that it 

is difficult, if not impossible, to cite my favorites. But Decembers 
assault on the Eastern Establishment was so well reasoned that it 
demands specific applause. An Easterner myself, though hardly 
of its elite class, I fully blame the Establishment's hatred of the 
white working class as the underlying source of this nation's ra
cial sickness. The Establishment's private academies, colleges, 
men's clubs and fraternities were thrown open to racial minori
ties long before they were open to the white proletariat. In the 
early 1960s, I recruited elite girls' colleges for management in
tern positions at a well-known international electronics firm. 
Even back then, representatives of the white working class were 
few and far between. All I saw were daughters of the rich and 
girls from our urban minority slums. Both hated white "factory 
people" for their own reasons. Without question, the daughters 
of "factory people" could have gained more from four years 
paid-up experience at Smith, Mount Holyoke or Vassar than the 
very rich and very black. 
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Go to the Source 
Reading letters to the Safety Valve I find that most Instaura

tionists only have a superficial understanding of the "inequality 
of the human races." For every subject, there is usually one au
thor who wrote the best-researched, "classic" book about it. On 
the subject of race this book (4 volumes in all) was written by the 
French author, Count Arthur de Gobineau, entitled, Essai sur 
l'int2galite des races humaines. 

Unfortunately, only the first volume, the least important, 
since it is more or less an introduction to the other three, was 
ever translated into English. In France a new edition has recently 
been published. I discovered an Italian version some years back 
displayed in the front window of a bookstore in Venice. In Ger
many the books may be found in university libraries. (They no 
longer loan them out, so perseverance is necessary.) The German 
title is Versuch Ober die Ungleichheit der Menschenrassen vom 
Grafen Gobineau, Deutsche Ausgabe, translated by Ludwig 
Schemann. Twice I was able to buy the books through a book 
antiquary: Uve Berg Verlag, 21442 Toppenstedt or Versand Anti
quariat Schmidt, Untere Klinge 2, 72406 Bisingen, Germany. 
They will put your name on a waiting list and will notify you 
when they have found what you ordered. 

Reading these works will give Instaurationists a true under
standing of history throughout the ages and will enable them to 
judge people by recognizing their racial makeup, which will 
help to reveal their characteristics and predict their behavior, a 
valuable benefit in everyday dealings with business associates, 
friends and relatives. 
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Death of a Sleaze Artist 
Clinton's mourning over the death of Ron 
Brown was almost as mournful as the 
long, drawn-out obsequies he staged for 
the late Yitzhak Rabin. Lachrymose lam
entations over the demise of a man who 
was head of Israel's armed forces when 
Zionist planes and torpedo boats ki lied 
34 Americans in the attack on the U.S.S. 
Liberty was pure Clintoniana. It was no 
surprise that the President put on a similar 
show for Brown, perhaps the sleaziest 
member of a Cabinet overflowing with 
sleaze. Brown was chief lobbyist for Hai
tian dictator Jean-Claude "Baby Doc" Du
valier; chief guru for Jesse Jackson at the 
1988 Democratic Convention; a onetime 
chief Shylock for Senator Ted Kennedy; 
and last but not least a part-owner of a 
slummish apartment complex. 

Among other shady operations, Brown 
was accused of accepting a $700,000 bribe 
from a Vietnamese businessman whom 
he denied ever seeing, though later he 
was forced to admit he had met him three 
times. The late Commerce Secretary also 
lied about his income from a business 
partnership. 

Brown was smarter than Hillary, who 
made $100,000 on a $1,000 investment. 
He made $500,000 to $1 million on a 
zero investment. He was a partner of No
landa Hall, a wheeler-dealeress, who bor
rowed $25 million from a couple of 
crooked S&Ls that promptly went bust. 
She never repaid a penny on the loans. In 
Washington, Brown was a constant visitor 
to Ms. Hall's $4,500-a-month apartment. 
Supposed to be a sharp businessman, 
Brown and partner Hall failed in every ven
ture on which they embarked-importing 
Beatles' posters from Poland, an oil oper
ation in Angola, plus a raft of other no
brainer deals. 

Despite all the financial hanky-panky 
that would quickly have shot down a white 
pol, Brown managed to make it to the top 
of the government pyramid. In one sense 
his death was well-timed. An indepen
dent counsel having been appointed to 
look into his nefarious affairs, it's quite 
possible that eventually Clinton would have 
been forced to fire instead of eulogize his 
favorite black politico. 

Disadvantaged Thieves 
If you own a socialfy and economically 
disadvantaged business, you can apply 
for a loan from a special $1-billion fund 
of the Dept. of Energy. All you have to do 
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is fill out some papers and say you meet 
the qualifications. The Inspector General 
recently reviewed 234 of such contracts, 
amounting to $131.2 million. Thirty-three 
of the subcontractors didn't come close to 
being socially and economically disad
vantaged. Nevertheless, they received a 
significant percentage of the Dept. of En
ergy's $1 billion stash. 

Million Jews Missing~ 
With the presidential election in the off
ing, strategists for Cli nton and the Demo
cratic National Committee have begun a 
massive search for the million missing
Jews who supposedly stayed home in the 
1992 preSidential election when Jews 
went 80% for Clinton. To prevent them 
from staying home again, Demo strate
gists are putting together an elaborate na
tional organization to ferret out the slack
ers. The search is on for a prominent 
chairman-Elie Wiesel and Edgar Bronf
man Sr. are two of the names bandied 
about-to head the Clinton-Gore Jewish 
Steering Committee (though such a name 
might suggest that Jews are steering Clin
ton and Gore, not vice versa). 

Titillating Gossip 
Although James Hasty's book, Assignment: 
Oswald, hews to the Warren Report line, 
it does arouse a chuckle or two. FBI 
checks on Warren Commission members 
revealed a surprising out-of-character af
fair between old clean-living Earl and 
someone on his staff. 

Where the Dues Go 
The AFL-CiO has signed a memorandum 
of understanding with Israel formalizing 
years of cooperation. Labor unions and 
their leaders bought more than $10 mil
lion worth of Israel bonds at a swank 
champagne brunch at the AFL-ClO's mid- _ 
winter meeting in Bal Harbour (Fl) in ear
ly March. AFL-CiO President John Swee
ney and his executive vice president, lin
da Chavez-Thompson, are both planning 
trips to Israel. 

Bad Samaritan 
One of the latest murderous ploys in the 
bulging files of U.S. crime features a man 
in a dark pickup who pulls up alongside a 
car driven by a lone woman and yells out 
something to the effect that her vehicle is 
emiLting sparks and smoke. The woman 
stops, turns off the ignitioll, gets out to in
spect the alleged fire, whereupon the man 

who brought her the false news offers to 
drive her to the nearest garage. In some 
cases the man makes good on his prom
ise. In the case of Alicia Reynolds of Har
risburg (VA), a bright, 25-year-old Majori
ty graduate student in biology, she has 
been missing since March 2. She was last 
seen getting into a dark pickup. Her aban
doned car was found on U.S. 29 in Cul
peper County (VA). 

Delayed Quotes 
"Within a few years Hitler will emerge 
from the hatred that surrounds him now 
as one of the most significant figures that 
ever lived," wrote JFK in 1945 when he 
was a reporter for Reuters. Kennedy also 
wrote that the "mysterious" Hitler "had in 
him the stuff of which legends are made." 
How strange that these quotes, which ap
pear in the Prelude to Leadership: The Eu
ropean Diary ofJohn F. Kennedy, did not 
emerge when Kennedy was running for 

. President. 

Clinton'S Hebrew Hustler 
Noach Dear, one of the more cloutful cli
quists of the Clinton-Gore clique, raised 
nearly $350,000 for the president's re
election campaign over the past several 
months. Because of Dear's involvement 
in a variety of scandals in New York in 
the last ten years, Clinton is not overly 
willing to publicize the financial help of 
his dear friend, Dear. The target of an in
quiry by Zoo City authorities following 
the bankruptcy of a kosher restaurant in 
which he was heavily involved, Dear has 
feuded with Senator Patrick Moynihan, 
whom he has called Israel's "Public Ene
my Number One." At any rate, Dear con
tinues to deliver the goods and is espe
cially adept at hustling Orthodox Jews to 
fork over money to Hillary'S husband's 
campaign. When they protest they are Re
publicans, he tells them, "Hold your nose 
and sign a check." 

Jews Pay More for Insurance~ 
New York Governor Pataki's office is ask
ing the state insurance commissioner to 
determine whether life insurance compa
nies are charging higher rates to individu
als who travel frequently to Israel. The Zi
onist state is included on a list of 'War 
Risk Countries" on the letterhead of lhe 
Hartford Life Insurance Co., along with 
Afghanistan, Rwanda, Somalia and Haiti. 

Slanted Bio 
Kati Marton, once the wife of Peter Jen
nings, is now hitched to Richard Hol
brooke, the State Dept. 's Jewish mediator 
and Kissinger in the making, who has 



temporarily moved back to Wall St. to could beat Boris Spassky. We never saw • Lt. Col. Frank Scotti, an ROTC teach
pick up a few extra millions to tide him chess as a white man's game." Funny that er at Roosevelt Senior High School in the 
over until he reenters public service. Be these clever dark gents are seen so infre District of Columbia, didn't like the mari
sides her marriages, Ms. Marton is note quently in international competitions. juana fumes flOWing into his office's open 
worthy for her recently published book wi ndow. He went outside and chastised 
about Count Folke Bernadotte, the idea Defanged Shylock -jthe culprits-three former Negro students 
listic Swedish diplomat who tried to bro- ~ Zoo City'S Manhattan Theater Club put who promptly beat him unconscious. 
ker a peace between the Palestinians and, on a version of The Merchant of Venice Seven weeks after the attack Scotti was 
the Zionists. For his pains he was mur with a WASP Portia and Lorenzo, a Latina able to return to work with a metal plate 
dered by Stern Gang terrorists. In her book Nerissa, a black Gratiano, a gay Antonio, in the bone under his eye and his jaw still 
Marton, a first generation American, who an Irish Bassanio and a "de-Judaized" completely numb. His assailants were 
is part-Hungarian and part-Jewish, treats Shylock. A. R. Gurney, the producer of the quickly rounded up. Three Negro students 
Bernadotte shabbily and his Jewish assas-· play, is considered "America's WASP play who cheered as Scotti was bei ng attacked 
sins not unkindly. wright." Up to now his dramatic speciali may face suspension for not reporting the 

ty has been exposing the trials and "tribal crime. 
Boilerplate Novel ations" of the Connecticut country club I • The Heritage Restaurant opened last 

If I Die on the Jersey Front (Orchard set. Gurney says he based his soft-spoken, summer in Philadelphia and for a while 
Press) is a story of America after the racial unthreatening Shylock on his father, "who business boomed. The decor, the service 
split, when blacks have their own rump .is not Jewish." and the cuisine were Afrocentric. Waiters 
state. An odd mix of politically correct served customers in kente-cloth vestments. 
and incorrect, the book has the usual bo Oddments ~The Black History theme packed in the 
somy blonde who loses her virginity to • Hoopster Mahmoud Abdul-Rauf (ne largely Negro customers. But then all at 
the black hero, remarking, "He was very Chris Jackson) decided one fine day that once the place was practically empty. In 

, big and it hurt at first." his Islamic faith forbade him to stand up three months the eatery was bankrupt. 
811 during the Star Spangled Banner. The NBA What had happened? Blacks had found 

McCarthy Vindicated promptly suspended him. Since the loss out that the restaurateur was not a Negro 
Almost half a century after Senator Joseph of a single day's pay costs Abdul $31,307, - but a Chosen gentleman named Philip 
McCarthy was ridiculed, politically assas- he quickly had second thoughts. He now Cohen. 
sinated and driven from office to an early stands up again when the National An- ·There was a great to-do when two 
death by our peerless media for having them is played. white soldiers at Ft. Bragg (NC) were ar
dared to expose Communist agents in the • John Howard happily opened what rested for shooting down two Negro civil
U.S., we now learn that, if anything, his he called the "World's Only Klan Mu- ians. There was much less of a to-do 
estimates of Reds in the government were seum" in Laurens (SC). Some days later a when a Guamanian, Jessie Quintanilla, 
modest. Recently released NSA transcripts white drove his van in and out of Ho- shot to death two white officers at Camp 
of intercepted cables sent by KGB agents ward's "store" several times. Despite the Pendelton (CA), after which he made a ra
to Moscow in 1944 and 1945 reveal that damage, Howard was back in business a , cist funeral oration to some soldiers gath
more than 100 Soviet agents had wormed few hours later. ered in a helicopter hangar. He explained 
their way into the State, Justice and Treas- • After seven years of litigation the Me- that he did his bloody deed for "the 
ury Departments and the Office of Strate- nendez brothers have finally been found brothers on the brown side [but] this is 
gic Services. This revelation comes as no guilty of matri/patricide. One question re- only the beginning. We have a hit list. 
surprise to Americans old enough to have mains. Robert Shapiro of Simpson's Dream The brothers have been wronged ...." 
lived through the period when the OSS Team, takes credit for getting one of the • Shortly after three Jews moved into 
was referred to by Americans in the know brothers out of Israel and bringing him Reedsport (OR), news of hate crimes be
as the Office of Soviet Stooges. The rea- back to the u.s. to face the original mur- gan to surface in the media. Later, as hap
son the NSA did not release this informa- der charges. Does this mean the brothers pens so often, the swastika scrawls and 
tion earlier, it was explained, is that it are Jews? The father was usually de- hate messages were traced back to the.. 
would have revealed that the U.S. was in- scribed as a Cuban exile. Jews themselves. 
~rceptingand reading Soviet coded mes ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

sages. May Tailgunner Joe requiescat in  Like the Country, Betty Crocker Is Getting Darker 
pace. 

Smart Apple 
According to Carrell Dawsey's Living to 
Tell About It, black youths who "make it" 
are resented by their ghetto peers not be
cause of their achievements, but because 
they don't act "black" anymore: "They've 
lost touch with the 'walk' and 'talk' of 
their peers," writes the author. Dawsey 
really means they don't do the pimp 
pump when they stroll the streets and 
don't spout jive when they open their 
mouths. The author claims he never made 
this mistake. 'We played chess in our 
community. I had a buddy, Lance, who 

General Mills' 1986 version The latest (1996) Betty 
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Aryan Nations. He then decided to make 
some money, to cash in on his experi
ence, as it were. He tore up his member
ship card and got into the profitable trade 

Split Soul paper (Nov. 2, 1934): "I am a Negro, and of defaming everyone and everything to 
Ilan Stavans, a Mexican-Jewish writer and can certainly see as much difference in which he had once sworn fealty. In a 
translator, writes of his "exile" in an exthe faces of Miss Stein and, say, Edna St. sense, his Aryan Nations stint became a 
pensive Victorian mansion in Amherst: Vincent Mi lIay, as I can see in the meanprep course for his graduate-level anti

ingless twaddle of Miss Stein and the Aryanism. As many ex-racists know, it is 
I realized I could no longer live in a 

beautiful verses of Miss Millay." a cinch to be an informer. Ail you have to 
society that doesn't give any space to 

do is join a so-called neo-Nazi group for Jews... .spanish was the public venue; 

Hebrew was a channel toward Zionism, Jewess Boycotts Half-Jew a few years, then go public and shovel 

not toward the synagogue; Yiddish symThe Beverly Hills Bistro Garden has been out every piece of dirt you picked up or 

bolized the Holocaust and struggles of shut down following a Jewish boycott. invented about your former comrades. 

the Eastern European labor movement; For years it was a favorite watering hole There's lots of money to be made in shaft-

and English was the entrance door to re
of wealthy Tinseltown denizens. No more. _ ing erstwhile pals and sucking up to for
demption in the United States. . . . An offhand remark by the son of Kurt Nik- mer enemies. 

Spanish is my right eye, English my left, 
 las, the owiler, combined with a Jewish 
Yiddish my background and Hebrew 

gossip and slander campaign, put him out Barry's on the Loose Again
my conscience. 

of business. Jewish socialite Ellen Byrens, _ Compared to Michael Milken and Ivan 
He goes on, "I knew Latin American a refugee from Nazi Germany, claims that Boesky, Barry Minkow is a two-bit Jewish 

writers in exile in the United States who the young Niklas remarked to her as he hustler. He only cheated his investors out 
had made it their duty not to learn Eng- was showing her to a table, "Over there-- of some $30 million. Minkow's claim to 
lish." Stavans' grandparents came froffi-- I thought you people can smell each oth- fame was that he raked in his stolen mil-
Eastern Europe, "dreaming of America, er." When Mrs. Byrens complained to the lions when in his teens. Sentenced to 25 
the land of gold," but landed in Cuba and elder Niklas, she was told, "You are 
eventually settled in Mexico City. Stavans only looking for a reason to go else
describes his Mexican neighborhood as a where." Notorious throughout Bev
"self-imposed Jewish ghetto where Gen-" erly Hills for her continual pushing, 
tiles hardly existed." He sniffs that Franz angling and jockeying to obtain 
Kafka wasn't studied in Mexican schools more prestigious seats in local res
until the early 70s. He's proud of a liter- taurants, Mrs. Byrens made a num
ary hoax he pulled off: "I've even translat- ber of calls to people who in turn 
ed a book of short stories of Latin Ameri- made calls, and the boycott by 
can writers, none of whom exist!" Jews and Jew-fearing Gentiles was 

on. Accelerating it were false alle-
Low Art gations that the fair-skinned, Ger-


An exhibit at New York's Jewish Museum man-accented, blue-eyed Mr. Nik
in March was blurbed: "Too Jewish? las was holding Nazi meetings in the 

Challenging Traditional Identities." One restaurant basement. In no time the Bistro Barry in his heyday 


. piece of "art" was a photo of Bob Dylan-- was out of business. Mr. Niklas, by the years, he was let out after serving only 
surrounded by large Hebrew characters.: way, is half-Jewish. seven. 
Another was an acrylic painted sign stat- What is Barry up to now? He's mar
ing: "I'm a Jew how 'bout U?!!" Another a Black Market Nuptials ried. He's converted to Christianity. He 
Warholesque silkscreen of Barbra Strei- .. Interfaith marriages are a moneymaker--teaches a Bible class. He lectures on how 
sand in drag surrounded by images of these days. Some ministers and rabbis to prevent corporate fraud. 
Barbie dolls. Also noteworthy was a se- . have miraculously obtained the proper 
ries of 24 hand-modeled self-portraits, ' credentials from oddball institutes, such , Clued Lyrics 
some in edible chocolate, of the Chosen as Yogi/Rabbi Joseph Gelberman's New The few whites who know the voice of 
artiste, Hannah Wilke. "Jewish Noses" Seminary in Manhattan. Fat sums are their race and follow it are described by 
consisted of sculptures of the probosces charged to perform marriages for Jewish the first two lines from One Stage Before 
of various Jewish culture vultures. Other and Christian partners rejected by purist by AI Stewart from his 1976 album, Year 
objets d'art were paintings of matzoh rabbis . With 800 numbers, wedding of the Cat. As for the 95% of Americans 
boxes, a Hanukkah "geltbelt" and a me- packages and professional reference serwho are about as receptive to our mes
norah made from a fake Chanel bag. vices providing kickbacks to caterers and sage as a brick wall, the last two lines apply: 

florists, these business-minded clerics are And some of you are harmony to all 
Negro Riposted Gertie doing a booming business, taking in $1 the notes I play 

"Comprehension is a matter of percep. million annually. Although we may not meet still you 
tion . .. . Negroes cannot see the differknow me well 
ence in two faces in a photograph." Such Another Stool Pigeon While others talk in secret keys and 
was the dictum of Gertrude Stein uttered For more then ten years, two of them transpose aliI say 
more than 60 years ago (N.Y. Times, Oct. spent in the group's compound, Floyd And nothing I do or try can get through 
25, 1934). A rebuttal was forthcoming by Cochran, an ex-felon (breaking and enterthe spell. 
Hodge Kirnon, a Negro, in the same ing) was a card-carrying member of the 440 
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In the first six months of 1995 pro-' 
Israel Pacs gave $210,713 or 57% of their 
outlays to Repubs and $157,393 to De
mos-a switch from 1993-94, when 72% 
of pro-Israel money went to Demos. 

1/ 
U.S. Jews, 35 and under, are currently 

outmarrying at a rate of nearly 60%. 
1/ 

• A United Jewish Appeal Federation of 
New York spokeswoman sorrowfully re
ported that 15% to 20% of Jewish hus
bands and wives have been known to 
knock each other around. 

1/ 
Black college students and black mili- • 

tary veterans have 3% to 19% more tes
tosterone than their white counterparts... 
Black infants have a smaller head perime
ter at birth than white infants. . .Adult 
blacks have larger bodies than whites, but 
still retain a smaller head perimeter. 
("Race and Crime: An International Dilem
ma," J. Philippe Rushton, Society, 1995~ 
'pp. 32, 37-41.) 

1/ 
The Defense Dept. wants $620 million 

in hazard pay for the 20,000 G.l.s slosh
ing about in Bosnia. 

1/ 
Between 8,000 and 10,000 Jews are cur

rently locked up in North American jails.' 
1/ 

The Census Bureau acknowledged that 
the 1990 Census undercounted Hispanics 
by 5.2%, American Indians by 5%, Asian 
Pacific Islanders by 3.1 %. To the dismay 
of these minorities, the Supreme Court for
bade any revision of the figures. 

1/ 
Almost half the enlisted women in the 

U.S. Armed Forces are black. 
1/ 

In 1964 history courses were mandatory 
in 60% of the nation's top colleges and 
universities. Today it's down to 2%. In 1963 
physical- and biological-science courses 
were required in 90% of these institu
tions; today only 34%. In regard to math 
courses, in 1993 only 12%, down from 

. 82% in 1964. 
1/ 

In 1984 the Supreme Court handed down 
150 signed opinions; last year only 82. 

1/ 
Tortest state! Alabama appellate courts 

affirmed $410,000 in total punitive dam
age awards in 1974-78; over $200 mil
lion in the single year of 1994. 

1/ 
U.S Attorney General Janet Reno has 

authorized federal prosecutors to seek the 

death penalty against 61 defendants (12 
white, 7 Hispanics, 2 Asians and 40 
blacks). The overrepresentation of blacks 
has civil liberties groups griping, though ~ 
there is no proof that the sentences are 
undeserved. 

1/ 
In 1969-95, in the Northern Ireland 


"Troubles," the IRA and Ulster Protestants 

killed 3,161 people. in the same period 

7,502 were murdered in Washington (DC). 


1/ 
• The Census Bureau predicts that the 
U.S. population, now 262 million, will in
crease to 394 million by 2050. Hispanics 
will comprise 24.5%, Asians 8.2%, blacks 
13.6%. It's scary to think what the U.S. 
population will look like in 2100, if the, 
country still exists. 

1/ 
When they're at home, 32 million peo


ple in the U.S. speak a non-English lan

guage. 


1/ 
• Since 1972, G.l.s have committed 4,600 

serious crimes in Okinawa. 


1/ 
In Massachusetts, welfare pays mOf@ 


than a $30,OOO-a-year job that includes 

benefits. 


1/ 
45% of elderly immigrants in California 

were on the welfare roll in 1990. 66% of 
freeloaders were Russians, the media eu- • 

.phemism for Jewish gate-crashers. 
1/ 

A phone poll conducted by KQV-AM 
Pittsburgh on the question of Clinton's 
promise of $100 million to Israel to fight 
terrorism, produced 752 responses-696 

.nays, 56 ayes. 
II 

I" Between fiscal 1992-1995 the U.S. 
shelled out more than $6 billion for UN" 
"peacekeeping" operations in Haiti, So
malia, Rwanda and the successor states of 
.Yugoslavia. 

1/ 
I The Maryland Small Business Develop: 
ment Financial Authority has guaranteed, 
a $500,000 loan to Our World News, a 
black-owned and operated national news
paper scheduled to start up this summer. 
Innumerable other taxpayer-funded loans 
are on the horizon. 

1/ 
• 	 Jews comprise 26% of the journalists 
and executives in major media outlets; 
59% of the creators of last year's 50 most 
successful films; 40% of the partners in 
the leading New York and Washington 
~aw firms. The Chosen are estimated to 

give one-quarter to one-third of all contri

butions to politicians, which effectively 

sews up congressional approval for the 

most outrageous giveaways to the Zionist 

state. 


II 
, Some 150,000 "visitors" to the U.S. 
each year remain after their visas have ex
pired. Their new status then designates 
them as "undocumented aliens." 

1/ 
The average donation to Buchanan'S 


race in the Republican presidential pri

maries was $416, compared to Dole's $828. 


II 
In 1995 almost 100,000 apparel jobs 

were lost. Another 42,000 jobs were lost 
in the fabric industry. In the early 1970s 
the industry employed 1.5 million workers. 
Today the number is less than 850,000. 
Only Pat Buchanan spoke eloquently about 
this problem. 

1/ 
/I A Roper Poll found 20% of Americans 
want to bring all immigration, legal and • 
illegal, to a crashing halt. 
... 	 1/ 

The Michael Jordan Foundation spent 
$844,865 in the 1994-95 fiscal year, 48% 
of it in operations and fundraising. Only 
52% of the take was allocated to the 
charitable purposes for which the founda
tion was established. 

II 
r In 1990 more than $1.3 billion was 
spent by state and local governments on 
public defenders for so-called indigent 
piminals. 

1/ 
The annual payroll of the White House's 

407 employees is $21.8 million. leon Pa
netta, President Clinton's chief of staff, 
gets $133,600. The lowliest staffer pock- _ 
ets $22,000. The lowliest lawyer gets 
$75,000. About 13% of the employees 
are Jews, although Jews account for less. 
than 3% of the U.S. population. 
• 	 1/ 

'I' Jews currently hold 10 seats in the U.S. 
Senate, a threefold overrepresentation. 

1/ 
The late Anne Schreiber, who, starting 

in 1944 with $5,000, built a fortune of 
$22 million by shrewd stock trading, is 
the "heroine" of just another Jewish fairy 
tale. Back in 1936 she was already get. 
ting $900 a year in dividends. 
_ 	 II 

Who smokes? 22.9% of whites 18 and 
over; 25.1 % of blacks, 21.2% of Hispan
ics, 14.4% of Asians. 
• 	 1/ 

A 1983 Gallup Poll revealed that the 
public rates lawyers as the lowest of the 
low, along with admen, car salesmen and 
TV talk show hosts. 
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Ralph Reed, the Christian Coalition's 
chief massager of jews, spoke at the jew-. 
ish Community Center in Whippany (NY) 
last year. He donated his $12,000 fee to 1 

Jewish charities, including the u.s. Holo- I 

caust Memorial Museum. The only non
Jew to speak that year at the center, Reed 
was also the only speaker who gave his 
fee to Jewish causes. 

# 
In her teens, Barbra Streisand was taunt-~ 

ed by other Jewish schoolmates in her ye
shiva with such names as, "Big Beak" and 
"Cross Eyes," according to James Spada's 
biography. After hearing that Prince 
Charles had described her as his "only 
pin-up," Barbra joked that she should 
have married him and become the first .. 
REAL Jewish princess. 

# 
Prominent Negroes seem to have an in- ' 

born yen for plagiarism. Even more of a 
word filcher than Rev. Martin Luther King 
Jr. was Alex Haley, author of the 1967 
bestseller, Roots. Haley stole so much of 
his opus from the works of folklorist Har
old Courlander that he had to pay the lat
ter the tidy sum of $500,000. Courlander 
died a couple of months ago and his obit
uary was given a few sparse inches ot 
type. Meanwhile, Haley and King contin
ue to remain hallowed saints in the Negro· 
pantheon. 

# 
The campaign records of Carol Mose; 

ley-Braun (D-IU, the Senate's only Negro 
member, are in such disarray that about 
all she can do is blame her missing finan
cial reports on her office's computer, 
which was allegedly "fried" by an electric 
power surge. On Jan. 1 the Senator's cam
paign debts amounted to $685,191. 

# 
Ira Epstein of Mill Valley (CA) made ~ 

small fortune selling bogus pills "guaran-~ 
teed" to cure impotence. When the law 
finally caught up with him, he was sen~ 
tenced to a year and a day in prison and' 
ordered to give up his $400,000 home, 
his Mercedes and his bank accounts total
ing $275,000. 

# 
F. Lee Bailey's Jewish colleague, Ken.

neth Fishman, told the press that the 
jailed lawyer was doing very well in pris
on. A guard vehemently disagreed. He 
said Bailey is in a constant state of fearful 
shock, barely eats and is deathly afraid Gf 
what white supremacist inmates might do 
to him for what he did to L.A. Police 
Dept. Mark Fuhrman in the Simpson trial. 
Let us pray that the Majority Renegade of 
~ 

the Year is suffering what Dante said Ju
das suffered in the lowest circle of Hell. 

# 
Before you buy an airplane ticket to the 

Virgin Islands, consider this: On January 
24, eight white tourists were ambushed 
and robbed and three seriously injured by 
two masked gunmen. No arrests as yet. 
On February 15, a vacationing white wo
man from Indiana was raped at gunpoint 
by two Negroes, while her husband was 
forced to watch. In March, two white 
construction workers from South Carolina' 
were robbed and murdered by masked 
gunmen who forced them to lie face 
down' in the driveway of their rented 
home, before shooting them in the back 
~of the head. 

# 
--_A queer band of San Francisco rockers, 
the Pansy Division, put on quite a show 
in Dallas recently. The singer-bassist peel
ed off his clothes on stage to reveal a 
transparent nightgown. He then proceed
ed to exhibit his private parts to the audi: 
ence. ". 

# 
Joseph Chavis Jr., 30, rose out of the 

slums of Beaumont (TX) to join Dallas's 
oldest law firm. He really had it made. 
The media pointed him out as proof that 
all a Negro needs is a little get-up-and-go 
and the world will beat a path to his 
door. In the midst of all the praise, as if 
driven by some malicious gene, Joe held 
up a teller and stole $1,430 from a loca I 
bank. The media quickly switched from 
fheers to tears of sympathy. 

# 
, Marina Abramovic, a self-proclaimed 
Yugoslav "artist" and lecturer, probably oC 
the jewish persuasion, manages to garn~r 
headlines by exposing her naked body to 
snakes. She also encourages members of ~ 
her audience to nick her with razor 
blades. There's more. She lies down on a 
bed which she sets on fire and throws 
locks of her hair into the flames. 
~ # 
f Novelist John Grisham, who makes 
barrelsful of money ($29 million in 1994
95) with his politically correct thrillers 
and their Hollywood adaptations, now 
has learned the hard way about his be

,loved minorityites. The late Jay Baron, 
Grisham's agent, fleeced him out of J 
small fortune by supposedly diverting (! 

sizable amollnt of the writer's money to 
Grisham's lawyer, Elliot Lefkovitch. Rev. AI .. 
Sharpton blames much of his troubles on 
his father's stepdaughter, 18, with whom 
his incestuous dad had a child. The Rev

erend still believes Tawana Brawley, the 
black teenager, was gang-raped by a 
bunch of marauding whites. 

# 
, Even the thickest-skinned politicians in 
Montgomery (AU were horrified by Ne
drick Hogan, 20, who was arrested and 
charged not only with kidnapping and 
raping a 15-year-old girl, but on top of 
that raping (four times) her one-year-old 
daughter. The infant is now in the inten
sive care ward with a broken leg, second
and third-degree burns, and bruises all 
over her tiny body. Nedrick could only be" 
a Negro-and is. 

, # 

( Acclaimed Negro choreographer Bill T. 

Jones explained to an audience in Zoo 

City'S 92nd Street Y how he exposed him

self to two children and their father on a 

street in the Hamptons in Long Guyland. 

"I stopped and I just pulled my pants 

down. I didn't grind my hips or anything 

••••1 pulled my pants up ....It was not 

meant to hurt anyone. It was saying, 'Can 

we dare do this?'" 

, \ # 

.. Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Hill of Chicago 
are being held on $100,000 bail for in
jecting their four children (ages 5 through
12) with cocaine, sexually abusing them 
and feeding them roaches and rats. Could 
there be the sl igh~*t~t ,qpubt aqout th~ 
Hills'race? 

-~~('fther . Jewish spy or at least one 
whose face displays very Jewish traits has 

- been arrested decades after he did his dir
ty work for the Soviet Union. A communi
cations clerk for the National Security 
Agency back in the 1960s and early 70s, 
Robert Lipka eluded arrest until last Feb
ruary. What finally nailed him was testi
mony from an ex-wife, plus what was 
written in a 1994 book by a former KGB 
~fficer, Oleg Kalugin. 

# 
" St. Johns Home Health Agency, a Flori-, 
da visiting nurse service, cheated Medi
care out of $70 million. So say federal in
vestigators. The top man at St. Johns is 
Arnold Friedman, president of South Flor
ida's Boy Scout Council, lavish contribu
tor to the Democratic Party and, if we 
take him at his word, a good pal of an

,other crook-William Jefferson Clinton. 
# 

Several decades after his assassination, 
Georgia Powers wrote an autobiography 
about her love life with Rev. Martin Lu
ther King Jr. The former Kentucky state 
representative, always at the lustful 
preacher's beck and call, was with him 
the night before he caught that fatal bul
let. So far no comment from St. Martin's 
wife. 

J 
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~Waspishly Yours• 

Wrong are those who argue that the UN is worthless, that it's 
nothing more than a dubious debating society dense with dither
ing bureaucrats who only bubble to life long enough to burp 
when it becomes necessary to criticize good ole Uncle Sam. But 
aren't these the same top-hatted heroes who recommended the 
cave-in "compromise" which created Israel? 

Once, just once, this melange of mongrels on the "diplomatic" 
make, this worldwide cauldron of anti-West resentment. ..just 
once the UN managed to elude the poisonous clutches of Zion
ism and do something right. Despite the opposition of the U.S., 
just once the UN managed to pass a resolution declaring that Zi
onism is a form of racism. Hallelujah! 

For years Zionists smashed and gnashed, railed and howled, 
thrashed about and threatened. They had been branded as racists 
by the world community and they burned from the brand and 
were bound and determined to bully and scheme until they had 
torn the red-hot iron from their innocent breast. (How could the 
heroes of Shoah-biz be racists?) 

Since there was nothing to be "implemented" except an hon
est statement of fact, there was nothing for the Israelis to fight
except the plain and simple truth. 

Since talk is cheap, there was nothing for the U.S. to worry 
about. It wasn't being asked to send Marines into Lebanon to die 
for Israel again, or soldiers into the Sinai or onto the stolen Golan 
Heights. Nor was the U.S. being told to slaughter Iraqis to make 
the Middle East safer for shofars. Nor was it being told to sit still 
again while the Jews slaughtered 34 Americans, as they did in 
their deliberate attempt to sink the u.s.s. Liberty. 

In short, since the UN resolution declaring Zionism a form of 
racism didn't require the U.S. to do anything except to accept 
the obvious, the tail which wags the puppy-dog Congress com
plained bitterly, even though there was nothing for the block
heads to block, either in the Congress or in the Security Council. 
But the Hebrews were unhappy to be outed as racists, so natural
ly Uncle Sugar was also sour, for Uncle long ago had been in
fected with a virulent form of the Zionist virus. How many times 
can you be raped and still hope to escape contamination? 

The UN has passed dozens of resolutions condemning one 
racist outrage after another of racist Israel. So what? In the Securi
ty Council the U.S. can stymie any stigma against Israel, espe
cially when action is required. 

For example, could the cash-register coalition against Sad
dam Hussein ever have happened if it hadn't been organized 
and financed by the u.s.? 

Who invariably blocks the UN from implementing any of 
these resolutions against the Zionist policy of predatory Lebens
raum? Why does the U.S. always protect Israel, manifestly 
against its own destiny, manifestly against our own self-interest? 

Jews kicked against the goad for years. Chagrinned at the 
proven charge of racism, the Shoah-boaters screamed, wailed 
and chewed the scenery in Washington and Hollywood, to have 
the racism resolution erased-all to no avail. 

Finally the resolution declaring that Zionism equalled racism 
was reversed. Why? Especially since the original resolution was a 
true statement? But what is truth, as Pontius Pilate asked. (As if 
truth ever mattered to the Pontius Pilots of the misguided ship of 
state shipwrecked on the rocks of Zionism.) 

Why do Israelis rail against and refuse to let the evicted Pal

estinians return to their rightful homes? The Jews are just too sen
sitive to the feelings of all those dispossessed refugees. Suppose 
they allowed all those dispossessed Muslims and Christians to 
come back. Wouldn't their feelings be hurt by seeing all those 
sensitive Jews reveling in their stolen homes and lolling on land 
stolen from the refugees? 

How would the returning Muslims feel when they saw Jews 
splashing about in swimming pools while they, the dispossessed, 
had to fight for a glass of water in their diaspora? Wouldn't the 
returning Christians also feel hurt and inferior? 

Despite 50 years of squalor and starvation in refugee "camps/' 
the Palestinians have a percentage of university graduates rival
ing any other people in the entire Middle East. So wouldn't they 
feel inferior living cheek-by-hog-jowl with all those genius Jews? 

The Palestinians have somehow managed to survive massa
cre and penury, slander and Mossad, Uncle Sam and the mezu
zah-monitored American media, so wouldn't they be embar
rassed to return to Israel? 

Of course the AshkeNazis wouldn't be embarrassed to have 
these living legacies of their Lebensraum living right next door. It 
takes a loi: to shame a Jew, especially since they have the Shoah
bizness industry for reassurance, a perennial erasure of their 
shame. 

Of course these Jews are too sensitive to permit the Palestin
ians to return. They don't want to hurt their feelings. Jews 
shouldn't be allowed by the UN to let those homeless Palestin
ians return to their homeland. Jews shouldn't be allowed to em
barrass those dispossessed Palestinians any more than Jews 
should have been allowed to shame those black Falashas. 

When there were quotas against the number of Hebrews who 
could hail from Harvard, didn't the Jews understand? Of course 
they did. With their exquisite social tact they instinctively under
stood that WASPs weren't simply trying to defend their ancestral 
preserve against the assaults of alien ideologies. Those WASPs 
were just being kind. Those pale Episcopalian aristos were sim
ply trying to spare those Hebrews from embarrassment. 

So in order to spare the WASPs any further embarrassment, 
the Jews took over Harvard. It was a reciprocal act of kindness 
which spared the non-kosher establishment any further shame. 

And when Jews were blackballed from all those hoity-toity 
country clubs, wasn't it just to spare them the embarrassment of 
being where they didn't belong? Was it really anti-Semitism or 
an act of Christian charity? Or is that why Jews won't let the Pal
estinians return? Since the Jews aren't Christians, they don't have 
to feel embarrassed by a lack of Christian charity? 

And when American blacks were segregated and generously 
provided with their own swimming pools and drinking fountains, 
why didn't they also understand that this was for their own good? 
Why didn't they understand that this was not white racism, but 
merely Talmudic morality and sensitivity at work? Why didn't 
blacks understand that this was only an effort by discriminating 
Christians who wanted to spare them embarrassment? 

And so we've been deja-viewed all over again, with the Ash
caNazi Jews masquerading as Joseph Mengele this time. Maybe 
now that Israel's Mengelean roots have been exposed, it's time to 
reverse the reversal of the original UN resolution declaring that 
Zionism is a form of racism. Hallelujah! 

V.S. STINGER 
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\ It's a wonder that movie theaters continue to sell tickets 
when all today's film buffs have to do is push one or two 
buttons in the comfort of their home and view any number 
of movies, many of them free or at little cost. No need to 
go and fight the traffic to the nearest mall or theater com
plex. Moreover it doesn't snow or rain on the couch where, 
when parents have gone to bed, there is always room for a 
girlfriend or boyfriend. 

Nevertheless millions of Americans prefer to see their 
films in theaters. The reasons are not readi Iy understanda
ble. Perhaps the big screen adds a mysterious extra dimen
sion to the film experience. Perhaps the more advanced 
high-tech sound system acts as a sort of siren song. Being 
part of an audience may also come into play. Couch pota
toes are lonely creatures and what is going on on the rela
tively minuscule tube doesn't grab the viewer$ as does the 
large silver screen. In addition, going out by itself is part of 
the film experience, especially if it involves dating. 

Allor some of these factors may explain why so many 
seats in movie theaters continue to be sold at the time the 
process of getting to such theaters becomes more and more 
dangerous. When the movie is over, you mayor may not 
find your car in the parking lot. Even if it hasn't been sto
len, there may be some Negro lurking around to steal it
and you-once you put the key in the lock. 

To the great delight of muggers, the magnetic pull of big
screen movies continues to overcome the fear of violent 
confrontation. 

TV gave us a rare treat in March when PBS broadcast 
The Merry Widow. It was a tuneful journey beyond de
scription. The works of Franz Lehar, the composer, were 
banned by Jews immediately after the end of WWII. So for 
years American audiences were prevented from enjoying 
the greatest of all operettas. Lehar's crime: a non-Jew, he 
stayed in Europe during the war and didn't flee to Holly
wood like so many Jewish composers. 

Howard Ashman, Gary Kalkin, Laurence Mark, Andreas 
Deja, Lauren Lloyd, Stephen Fields, Rick Leed and Thomas 
Schumacher are or were top-level officials of the Walt Dis
ney Co. Every single one of them is a charter member of 
the homosexual community. The first two on the list, Ash
man and Kalkin, recently died of AIDS. If this was not 
enough, a homo magazine quoted Michael Eisner, Jewish 
head of Disney, as estimating that 40% of the company's 
60,000 employees were queer. Though he is not exactly a 
member of the club, Victor Salva, director of the recent 
Disney film, Powder, is a convicted child molester. 

The problem with homos is that, like Jews, they gravi
tate to the arts, which means they have the ability to im
print their unhealthy mind-set on much of what passes for 
American culture. Homosexuality makes minorityites out of 
Majority members because their queer feelings supersede 
their race feelings. This process of double minorityism, seep
ing as it does through every nook and cranny of showbiz, 
has succeeded in manipulating arts in the u.s. to the point 
where they become little more than a style sheet for perversion. 

Frorn Satcom Sal. On February 27 I found a program 
that I really wanted to watch: The Wizard of Oz on ice! At 

Iii 

last there was something that would suitably please both 
children and adults. I eagerly settled myself to watch the 
show broadcast by CBS at 8:00. When I first saw a dread
locked Negro face, I thought I had tuned into the wrong 
channel. I hadn't. The face belonged to the minority pro
ducers' choice for an emcee. The rest of the cast, superb 
skaters all and beautifully costumed, was white. I tried hard 
to enjoy the show. But when Dorothy climbed the stairs 
with the black Wiz in the finale, my residue of tolerance 
evaporated, as my bitterness at the producers skyrocketed. I 
soon transferred my irritation, however, from the producers 
to my WASP neighbors, who put up with this sort of anti
Majority digs night after night. 

Did you see 60 Minutes on March 17? One segment 
was devoted to glorifying the stumbling, bumbling, mum
bling Cassius Clay, otherwise known as Muhammad Ali. 
His amiable meeting with Fidel Castro was proudly fea
tured. His draft dodging was mentioned, with no hint of 
censure. Military service, we were informed, was against 
his religious beliefs. Am I wrong, but wasn't it against Mor
mon religious beliefs to traffic with blacks? As I recall, Brig
ham Young University had to capitulate to integration and 
welcome Negroes into its ranks. Well, it's a sure bet that 
none of this matters to my good Christian friends, the "Epis
cocrats," as one local wag calls them. 

From Zip 087. It used to be that commercials featured 
good-looking people, particularly women. Obviously white 
women are more attractive than black women. Yet over 
and over the tube lights up with some of the ugliest females 
on the planet. Whoopi Goldberg, whose hair looks like the 
rats have been sucking on it all night, is chosen to pitch 
this or that product. Has everyone gone bonkers? Is 
Whoopi's omnipresence due to the freakish combination of 
her Jewish name and black skin? I intend to boycolt all 
products that deliberately inject the ugliest species of 
blacks into Lheir commercials. 

From Zip 121. I wish that all of you residual Limbaugh 
sympathizers Ollt there ("Well, he's better than nothing.") 
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could have heard the Fat One's first show after the assassi
nation of Yitzhak Rabin. Once again his listeners were 
treated to a loving recollection of his Magical Mystery Tour 
of the Promised Land a couple of years ago. Once again 
we were reminded that the Israeli muckety-muck who 
made the most favorable impression on him was Benjamin 
Netanyahu, the blood-and-soil Likud Party leader. In their 
lengthy tete-a.-tete, Benny successfully managed to impress 
upon Limbaugh's receptive brain Israel's "security con
cerns." On cue Rush kept echoing how Yahoo had re
vealed to him that Israel's pre-1967 borders were only nine 
miles wide! Throughout Rush's spiel, he repeated linine miles 
wide!" like a mantra. I be
gan to wonder whether 
his affection for the Jewish 
state was based on their 
sharing similar dimensions. 

From the umpteenth 
recounting of that very 
special meeting with Benny 
Yahoo, Limbaugh segued 
into a "news analysis" that 
once again proved why he 
cannot possibly be consid
ered a genuine friend of 
the American Majority. 
He started to criticize the . . 

"liberal media" for blam- Benjamin Netanyahu, Rush's mentor 


ing the Israeli rightwing for creating the "climate" which 
led to Rabin's assassination. He then drew a parallel be
tween the manner in which the media tried to blame all 
American conservatives for the Oklahoma City bombing 
and its similar efforts to collectively indict Israeli ultra
rightists. This is precisely the kind of trick that makes lim
baugh a stumbling block to the American Majority. He 
manages to expand one point that we must agree with (de
nouncing the Oklahoma City bombing) into the larger 
point that there is a commonality of interest and therefor a 
natural alliance between American conservatives and Ne
tanyahu's Likud Party. This absurdity poisons much of the 
traditional American right. In its mortal fear of being branded 
"anti-Semitic," conservatism is cravenly adopting a "more 
Semitic than thou" posture towards the hyper-Semitism of 
the Democratic Party. The cancer is hard at work on Dole, 
the leader of the congressional mandate to move the Amer
ican Embassy to Jerusalem-a step to which even a flat-out 
Hebraic brown-noser like Slick Willie has offered some re
sistance. What nobody ever explains is what the high
octane Jewish racism of the Likud Party has in common 
with the traditional concerns of American conservatives. 

Like a cat shaking a mouse, Limbaugh rambled on and 
on about his beloved Promised Land. I remember that at 
one moment he made the preposterous analogy between 
any move to give up "Judea and Samaria" (the occupied 
West Bank) on Israel's part as comparable to the "U.S. giv
ing Florida to the Soviets during the Cold War." The deep 
thinkers of Likud believe that this piece of absolute non
sense will convince us dumb goyim to snuggle up to the Is
raeli land-grabbers. It reveals just how totally oblivious 
these antiquarian Jewish racists are to the human and na
tional rights of the 1 million-plus Palestinians and the sev

eral million expellees or descendants who just happen to 
call Judea and Samaria home. That Rush should have 
bought hook, line and sinker such nonsense indicates a 
shoddy combination of poor judgment, susceptibility to 
brainwashing and trembling cowardice. Rush may be a 
friend of Netanyahu-and we all know that he is a great 
and good friend of super-Tom Clare'nce Thomas-but he is 
no friend of ours. 

A few days later while out driving I turned on the radio 
and heard Limbaugh pontificating about something he 
called "the biggest lie in American history." When I heard 
that phrase I could only think of the nation-wrecking whop
per about racial equality. Could it be that Limbaugh was 
actually giving voice to my thoughts? Fat chance! He was 
making a trivial point about how the Republicans are not 
actually cutting the budget, but only slowing the rate of its 
growth and so on. However predictable, I could only feel 
an enormous letdown. As I reflected, it occurred to me
hardly for the first time-that through its essential cowar
dice and half-truths contemporary establishment conserva
tism may actually be doing more damage to the American 
Majority than the liberal-minority coalition. American con
servatism in its present guise serves to lull many of us into a 
sorl of stupor at a time when we so desperately need to be 
wide awake. 

My friends, let's close the books on this one. Rush Um
baugh is one Big, Fat Fraud. 

From Zip 782. The animated special, A Charlie Brown 
Christmas, has long been a favorite staple of the holiday 
season. For the 30th anniversary of the cartoon this past 
December a number of facts concerning its production 
were made public for the first time. The powers at CBS had 
solicited Majority member Charles Schulz, creator of the 
Peanuts comic strip, to come up with something to boost 
their end-of-year ratings. If he did, all that those CBS execs 
could see were dollar signs fluttering down like snowflakes. 

There was, however, one red flag. Schulz had insisted 
on a Christian message being at the heart of the cartoon, 
namely, a brief excerpt from Luke describing the Nativity. 
"No way," chorused the big boys at America's left
leaningest network. "Nothing about that fellow Jesus. After 
all, some folks who aren't Christian might take offense. Cool, 
it Charlie." 

Bear in mind this was a Christmas special. Yet the anti
Christians wlio ran the network wanted no mention of what 
the holiday season was all about. Keep it secular, they or
dered. The Gentile sheeple out there in boob-tube land will 
be none the wiser for having Christ excised from their big
gest holiday. 

It turned out they were dealing with Charlie Schulz, not 
Charlie Tuna. 

Schulz told the mediacrats, "No Gospel according to 
Luke, no Peanuts special." Once the Chosen got this mes
sage, it didn't take them long to sit down and mull it over. 
Knowing the huge profits that were certain to accrue from 
the sponsors when one of America's favorite comic strips 
appeared in animated form, they promptly but grudgingly 
gave thumbs up. The ratings after the December 1965 
broadcast were stratopheric and the tube masters immedi
ately ordered half a dozen more Peanuts specials. 
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Notes from the Sceptred Isle-John Nobull 


Not long ago, I did something I would normally never do. I 
went with a party of people visiting London on a tour of Jack the 
Ripper territory-the area where the Ripper murders were com
mitted. Our guide was a Londoner of New England origin, who 
had done her homework and knew what she was talking about. 

Some 14 murders involving the carving up of women took 
place between 1888 and 1891, but only five of them were obvi
ously committed by the same person, who was never committed 
for trial, despite being seen in the street with a prostitute a quar
ter of an hour before her mutilated body was found. He 
was a very young man dressed in working man's clothes, 
with a moustache and a red neckerchief. His description 
exactly matches that of the prime suspect. 

What linked those five murders without any shadow 
of doubt was not just the trade of the victims (all were 
prostitutes), but the manner of the killing. In everyone of 
these cases, the murder was committed from behind 
with two cuts of a sharp knife. The first slash into the vic
tim's throat severed the vocal chords. The second cut the 
throat savagely from ear to ear, almost severing the back
bone. Though our guide did not say so, the technique 
was that used in the Jewish slaughter of animals-a hor
rible practice, only forbidden in Sweden and Switzer
land, inflicted on the unfortunate animal without previ
ous stunning. It is accomplished by Orthodox Jewish 
slaughterers in accordance with the rules of shechita (ko
sher killing) and by Halal (Muslim) slaughterers. Some 
Muslims are prepared to consider stunning the animal 
first. No Jewish ones will. 

Our guide gave the impression that such a death was 
instantaneous, which is very far from the truth. The sev
erance of the vocal chords prevents the victim from cry
ing out (though a horrible muted emission of breath 
comes from the severed throat). Even cutting of the 
throat does not kill immediately. Death does not super
vene until the blood leaves the heart. It is a death involving great 
cruelty. Millions of animals suffer it every day without a peep 
from animal protection societies worldwide. 

Except in one case, when the murderer was disturbed just af
ter he had cut the girl's throat, all the homicides followed the 
same pattern. Immediately after the throat-cutting, he dragged up 
his victim's clothes and proceeded to rip up her abdomen in the 
most horrible random manner, cutting out organs such as the 
uterus and carrying them away with him. Despite the claim of a 
doctor who examined one of the victims that the ripping demon
strated medical knowledge, no other doctor thought there was 
any evidence to bolster this theory. Indeed, a recent check on 
the evidence by the FBI revealed no such knowledge. The only 
technique which did show anatomical expertise was the manner 
of the killin& which was without doubt in accordance with she
chita rules. None of the victims was Jewish. 

There were few Muslims in the london of that day, and many 
Jews. All the Ripper's murders took place within the boroughs of 
Whitechapel and Spitalfields, with the exception of one that oc
curred in a vault under a bridge in the neighbourhood of the 
Tower, just outside Whitechapel. As our guide told us, White
chapel and Spitalfields then had a population about 90% Jewish, 
many of them from "terrible persecution" in Russian Poland and 

the Russian Pale (where Russians and Poles had reacted against 
the monopolisation of their specialised schools and universities, 
as well as sectors of the economy, by Jews). 

Our guide found the courage to tell us a lot more than that. 
She quoted the memoirs of Sir Robert Anderson, Deputy Com
missioner of the london Metropolitan Police, published shortly 
before WWI, in which he stated that Jack the Ripper was a Polish 
Jew. The Ripper was also identified by another Jew, who later re
fused to testify in court. Then, in 1987, Detective Inspector 

Charles Swanson, who had spent a great deal of time on 
the case, died. His son discovered his copy of Anderson's 
memoirs, containing Swanson's written comments. Op
posite the statement that the Ripper was a Polish Jew, 
Swanson had written, "His name was Kominsky." 

A man called Aaron Kaminsky, answering in every 
way to the description of the Ripper, was committed by 
his brother shortly after his last murder (that of a prosti
tute in her seedy lodgings) to the care of a Whitechapel 
infirmary. Proving difficult to control, he was passed on 
the lunatic asylum at Colney Hatch, where he attacked a 
woman keeper with a knife, displayed other violent beha
viour and eventually died. Our guide said that, although 
the murderer was pretty obviously Kaminsky, this may 
not have been publicised for fear of arousing race riots
"since there was a lot of anti-Semitism about at that 
time." In fact, Warren, the Commissioner of Metropolitan 
Police, Anderson's boss, almost certainly leaned on the 
key witness not to testify. Warren resigned shortly after
wards and was blamed for failure to identify the killer, 
though modern research suggests that he had conducted 
a very thorough investigation. 

Our guide told us a lot about other suspects (includ
ing the Duke of Clarence, a feeble-minded member of 
the royal familYL but she concluded that they couldn't 
have been guilty. Clarence, for example, was in Scotland 

at the time of one of the murders. 
Our guide, a part-time social worker, dwelt at great length on 

the poverty and squalor of Victorian London, implying that this 
was, to some extent, responsible for the nature of the crimes. But 
in Spitalfields, not far from one of the Ripper's assaults, she took 
us into Fournier Street, with its row of houses running behind 
Hawksmoor's beautiful church. The architecture of those houses 
was lovely. They positively radiated neo-classical civilisation and 
contrasted starkly with the disgusting slum housing run by Jewish 
landlords in both Whitechapel and Spitalfields. Peter Rachman, 
driving out the old English tenants and "packin' in the schwart
zes" in the Notting Hilt Gate of the 1950s, was part of a long tra
dition of exploitation by Jewish landlords all over the world. 

Those lovely houses in Fournier Street were built for Hugue
not refugees who had arrived in london at the end of the seven
teenth century, after louis XIV revoked the Edict of Nantes in 
1665. What a contrast to nearby areas inhabited by the Jewish 
immigrants of the 19th century! The Huguenots were valuable 
people: God-fearing Calvinists who had considerable experience 
in a whole range of crafts, especially linen and glass manufac
ture. It all goes to show that people create their own environ
ments, not the other way round, as the do-gooders would have 
us believe. 

r 
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Report from the Darkening Tip 


Feb. 1: The pressure against the Afrikaans language is mount
ing in spite of official assurances it is not threatened. President 
Nelson Mandela has himself made statements indicating that Af
rikaans will be pressurized into a subsidiary position. 

Feb. 4: The smouldering education issue in South Africa has 
led to a bloody racial conflict in the town of Voyburg in the 
Northern Cape Province. After several clashes with the police, 
black pupils from Voyburg High School became violent, causing 
great damage in the town, while attacking whites with stones. 

Former President F.W. de Klerk has warned that 
there is something very wrong with the prospect 
of a monolithic majority party acquiring so 
much power that South Africa wi II become 
a one-party nation. De Klerk was obvi
ously referring to Mandela's African Na
tional Congress. 

Feb. 5: The South African Broad
casting Corp. has fired some of its top 
TV presenters, news readers and weather 
forecasters. They were informed at short 
notice that their services were no longer 
needed. All of them are white. 

Roelf Meyer, former Minister of Constitutional De
velopment and now Secretary-General of the National 
Party, has stated that his party must keep its white sup
porters satisfied while at the same time gaining the sup
port of blacks. 

Feb. 6: The government of the Northern Province 
has taken legal action to force the board of directors of 
the Primary School of Potgietersous to accept black pu
pils. 

Violence is taking on chaotic dimensions in KwaZulul 
Natal. A special task force had to be sent from Pretoria to the 
South Coast to protect an investigating team of the police. 

Feb. 7: Politicians, members of several labour unions and 
about 6,000 black children marched through the town of Potgie
tersous today shouting slogans as the few hundred white children 
in the Primary School and their teachers went ahead with their 
school day unperturbed. 

Feb. 9: While de Klerk has put the question: /I Are we going to 
become involved in ethnic political group forming or are we go
ing to establish a nonracial party-political system?/I, the Conser
vative Party is calling for talks among all Afrikaner leaders to dis
cuss the future of the Afrikaner people with a view to bringing 
together those who out of inner conviction belong together. 

The Ministry of Education has announced its intention to 
scrap the Model C school system, nearly all of them Afrikaans 
schools, and seize their assets without paying compensation. At 
the same time, farm schools, again mostly Afrikaans, would be 
expropriated and the owners compensated for the value of the 
land and buildings. 

Feb. 12: Mandela has announced that he is determined to in
vite Libyan leader Muammar Gaddafi to visit South Africa in defi
ance of any pressure from the West. 

More than 100 Cuban doctors will arrive in South Africa to
wards the end of this month on a three-year work contract. They 
will be paid the same as government doctors, according to Dr. 
Nkosazana Zuma, the Minister of health. Her decision to import 

Cuban physicians is one of the most disturbing aspects of her health 
policies. 

Feb. 16: Donald Phalatse, mayor of the eastern Free State town 
of Wepener, wants to have the statue of the Boer hero, the 
town's namesake, removed. A senior member of the Conserva
tive Party has called on the local members and supporters of the 
party to oppose any such attempt. 

Obviously as a result of all the built-up racial tensions, Man
dela has appealed to Afrikaners to join with other South Africans 

in a new brand of patriotism. 
Feb. 17: Right-wing groups have criticized the 

Supreme Court judgment ordering the Potgieter
sous Primary School to admit black pupils, say

ing it holds dire consequences for Afrikaans 
education. 

Feb. 20: A World Bank report states that 
South Africa's social indicators and income • 

inequality were among the worst in the 
world-comparing unfavorably to 
similar middle-income developing 

countries such as Brazil, Malaysia 
and Thailand. 

Feb. 21: Violence erupted in Trompsburg 
in the Free State yesterday when 20 white fa
thers chased away about 400 black pupils occu
pying the Trompsburg Secondary School. The 
black pupils also wanted to occupy the Tromps

burg High School, but they were thrown out from 
the school by a number of white men after the black 
pupils had caused considerable damage. 

Feb. 22: The rand has devalued to four per dol
lar-the lowest level yet. 
Feb. 23: Tony Leon, leader of the Democratic Party, 

has stated that the South African government is riddled with so 
much inefficiency, dishonesty and corruption that it is destroying 
the country's future. 

The governing body of the Potgietersous Primary School 
plans to establish an Afrikaans private school following the en
rollment of 20 black pupils in the school. In an attempt to defuse 
the situation, the Northern Province government, the school's 
governing body, has come up with a plan to split the school. The 
Sunday Times in a leading article has warned that the govern
ment would be wise to allow Afrikaans communities like Potgie
tersous the freedom to set up their own private schools, as Ger
mans, Jews and various other communities have long done in 
South Africa. 

Feb. 28: The ANC has emphatically rejected proposals for a 
"tenth province" for Afrikaners as was suggested by the Volkstaat 
Council. Afrikaners, like General Coustand Viljoen who have 
had such hopes, now know that they can forget about it. A long, 
hard struggle lies ahead for the Afrikaner nation. 

Feb. 29: Dr. Harry Mocke, General Secretary of the Afrikaner 
People's Front with which the Conservative Party and other Afri
kaner organizations are affiliated, has issued a statement that the 
ANC's rejection of a Volkstaat for the Afrikaner nation has closed 
all doors to the establishment of a sovereign independent repub
lic. "To negotiate for freedom within political structures is there
fore a waste of time," Dr. Mocke said. 
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Canada. The criminal justice system in 
Canada hit a new low when Justice Joyce 
ruled that it is illegal to make a joke 
about the Holocaust. Equally dismaying 
in Canada's unrelenting crusade against 
free speech is the government's banning 
of two important books: Shockley on Eu
genics and Race and Will America Drown: 
Immigration and the Third World Popula
tion Explosion. It won't help if Americans 
buy the books and send them to their Ca
nadian friends. They will be promptly con
fiscated by customs officials, just as Sta
lin's minions seized shipments of anti
Communist books to the Soviet Union. 
Americans, lucky creatures, can order the 
books from Scott-Townsend Publishers, 
Box 34070, NW Washington, DC 20097. 

From a correspondent. What a wonder
fully progressive and democratic country 
is Canada. If by chance you find some 
minor faults with the Holocaust story, 
your house is burned to the ground, you 
spend some time in jail and you are sent 
a billet-doux in the form of a pipe bomb. 
If you are a teacher and slip in a few con
troversial remarks about the Six Million, 
you will lose your job and be subjected to 
a 14-year-long litigious treadmill that prac
tically bankrupts you and ends with your 
being slapped with a large fine. If you're 
a teacher and don't allow any objective 
references to Jews to creep into your 
classroom, you are suspended from your 
teaching job and become the target of a 
huge, vengeful, irresponsible, dishearten
ing inquisition. If you are a columnist and 
write for a small suburban newspaper far 
away from the madding crowd, you are 
dragged in front of a committee, accused 
of anti-Semitism and other crimes and 
smeared so thoroughly that not only is 
your credibility in question, but your velY 
life may be in danger. 

Yes, dear friends, come to friendly 
Canada and learn firsthand what democ
racy and progress really mean in this last 
decade of the 20th century. 

Britain. The downsizing of Western he
roes continues apace. Take Marco Polo, 
the great Venetian explorer who made 
that path-breaking overland trip to China 
in the 13th century. If Jews have their 
way-and where don't they?-Marco will 
be reduced to the runner-up of one Jacob 
d' Ancona, an Italian Jew, who claimed 
his sea voyage to China began in 1270, one 
year earlier than Marco's overland trek. 

The manuscript of Jacob's book, mys-
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teriously kept secret for seven centuries, 
has been handed over by a mysterious, 
unnamed bibliophile to a Jewish scholar, 
David Selbourne, for translation. What 
makes Jacob's work particularly attractive 
to the Chosen is his frenetic attacks on 
Christianity. He shrugs off Jesus as "that 
man" (quell'omo). 

France. Jean-Marie Le Pen, the Front 
National chief, made a trip to Moscow a 
few months ago to attend the wedding of 
gadfly Vladimir Zhirinovsky, the fast
talking, loose-lipped Russian nationalist. 
Le Peli, defending his host against media 
scavengers, said Zhirinovsky had never 
been a Communist. Instead, Le Pen attest
ed, he was a Russian patriot who decried 
the cosmopolitanism and globalism so 
dear to the heart of Boris Yeltsin. Le Pen 
denied the new groom had ever been a 
member of the KGB and Mossad, describ
ing these polemics as "crap." Praising 
Russia for its historic mission of protect
ing Eastern Europe from Asiatic hordes, 
the French nationalist leader ended his in
terview with his newly coined slogan, 
"Patriots of evelY country unite." 

Germany. Israeli TV recently broadcast 
a tale about a Jewish plot to poison the 
drinking water in Hamburg, Nuremberg or 
Munich after WWII. The wholesale mur
der was to be carried out by Jewish sol
diers in the British army, who were given 
the assignment of transporting barrels of 
lethal chemicals to Germany. Somehow 
the shipment was discovered in transit 
and the poison dumped into the Mediter
ranean. One Jewish revenge-is-sweet gang 
did pull off a mini-massacre by feeding 
poisoned bread to 300 SS men in a con
centration camp near Nuremberg. 

By hook, crook and hardscrabble ne
gotiations David Irving obtained the rights 
to the voluminous diary of Dr. Josef Goeb
bels. In any normal society this would be 
considered a literary coup. Since histori
ans rely heavily on diaries of important 
personages for their knowledge of past 
events, the spin of Goebbels, the #3 
Nazi, is certainly worth examining. Un
fortunately, when it comes to reasoned 
discourse these days, the West is not a 
normal society. The very same people 
who keep lauding freedom of speech cat
egorize Irving as a brazen, prevaricating 
chronicler who must be si lenced. 

In no time the Jewish censorship be
hemoth went into high gear denouncing 

and deriding both Irving and St. Martin's 
Press, his publisher. Perhaps the most hu
mi liating phase of the campaign to kill 
the book was the performance of St. Mar
tin's chairman, Thomas J. McCormack, 
who, after announcing that most of his 
family "was Jewish," cravenly caved in to 
the ADL and ordered the page proofs of 
Irving's opus consigned to the flames. 
Time's full-page story on the affair was 
just about the lowest genuflection to Big 
Brother in the history of American jour
nalism. Time Warner's CEO is Jewish. 
Time's editor-in-chief is Jewish. But that 
doesn't mean that the writer, Paul Gray, a 
hack essayist, has to cut his cultural roots 
to the quick to curry favor with his boss
es. What is unfolding in the West is that 
history is being replaced by religion. 
Irving's book is merely the latest sacrifice 
on the altar of the Holocaust. 

The German right-Wing paper, Deuts
che Wochen-Zeitung (Oct. 27, 1995), 
carried a grisly story about Sgt. John C. 
Woods, chief hangman of the Nuremberg 
Trials, who designed a trap door that he 
deliberately made too small for the job. In 
organized hangings, a trap door springs 
open and the victim falls through it with 
enough speed to break his neck. Thanks 
to Woods' design, the trap door sprang 
back and smashed the faces of the con
demned Nazis as they fell through, slow
ing up their fall so they were slowly stran
gled by the noose. Photographs of the dead 
men with blood all over their mangled 
faces substantiates Woods devilish part
ing shot at the Nazi bigwigs. 

Russia: Gennady Zyuganov, Commu
nist Party leader and the front-runner in 
the Russian presidential campaign, had 
this to say in one of his stump speeches: 
"The Jewish influence continues to grow. 
Traditionally, the Jewish Diaspora con
trols the continent's financial life. As its 
market develops, the Jewish Diaspora be
comes, in a way, a majority stockholder 
of Western civilization's entire financial 
and commercial system." As an anti
climactic addendum, Zyuganov went on 
to say that Western civilization is incom
patible with traditional Russian values. 

The administration of the city of Mos
cow was the leading sponsor of the Jeru
salem 3,000 festival held there in late 
March. While gangsters looted the city, 
people stood in bread lines and workers 
pounded the pavement looking for jobs, 
Moscow Mayor Yuri Luzhkov allocated 
about $31,000 for the event. Luzhkov is a 
close friend of Vladimir Gusinsky's, the 
president of the Russian Jewish Congress. 



From a subscriber. Whi Ie on a recent 
trip to Russia, I chanced to query a few 
random Russian acquaintances as to the 
alleged persecution of Jews in the former 
Soviet Union and the need, if any, for the 
U.S. to grant them refugee status. I was ei
ther laughed at or considered extremely 
stupid. Jews, I was informed, enjoyed a 
favored position in the Soviet Union. 
They were prominent, even dominant, in 
the professions and business circles and, 
in general, were doing better than ethnic 
Russians and Ukrainians. 

Poland: Two Polish Jews in a country 
that is supposed to be almost Jewless have 
done little to add to Poland's cultural 
prestige. One of 
them, Jerzy Ko
sinski, committed 
suicide some years 
after his nonfic
tion bestseller, 
The Painted Bird, 
was revea led to 
be a fraud from 
cover to cover. 

jerzy Urban, 
the other culture 
vulture, is still go
ing strong. A for Culturally vulturish 
mer mouthpiece Jerzy Kosinski 
for the Commu
nist regime, which is now bouncing back 
after the defeat of Lech Walesa in the re
cent presidential election, Urban has 
switched from Marxism to sewer-level 
tabloids, a move that has made him a mil
lionaire several times over. Urban now 
lives in a lavish villa outside Warsaw. He 
proudly points out to visitors to his huge 
office in the Polish capital his favorite 
painting, which features a banana remod
eled to resemble a penis. 

A mini-mall being constructed across 
the street from the Auschwitz "death camp" 
caused much caterwauling and gnashing 
of teeth in high Jewish circles both in Po
land and abroad. 

Although employment is badly need
ed in the town boasting this most sacred 
of Holocaust memorials, the project has 
been condemned by the president of Po
land, who-under jewish thumbscrew
ery-has done his best to stop the con
struction. 

The mall, if completed, will have a 
home and garden center, supermarket, 
fast-food restaurant, clothing and textiles 
stores, and a parking ramp. 

Rabbi Avi Weiss, national president of 
the Coalition for Jewish Concerns, is 
screaming that the Polish church and 
Polish government "have no moral back

bone" and are to blame for the mall pro
ject. He added that he would go to great 
lengths to stop construction, "even if it 
means sitting in front of tractors." Come 
to think of it, Avi, what is the Auschwitz 
camp itself but a mall that sells one prod
uct-Semitism. 

Defying the powers that be, who have 
at least temporari Iy managed to shut down 
the project, some patriotic Poles plan to 
keep fighting for the mall project. The 
leader of the group, Boleslaw Tejkowski, 
recently was given a suspended sentence 
of eight months for urging Poles to "fight 
Jews and Germans" who, he claims, were 
"buying out Poland." Tejkowski believes 
that Poles and not foreigners should de
cide what should or shouldn't be built in 
Poland. 

Bosnia. Just as in the aftermath of 
WWI, when American and British dipolo
mats created the incompatible, inviable 
states of Czechoslovakia and Yugoslavia, 
composed as they were of disparate, mu
tually hostile peoples, the Yanks and the 
Brits are again planting the seeds of future 
conflict by creating a "multicultural" (like 
present-day America!) Bosnia. The Mus
lim presence throughout Europe having 
already reached a critical point that 
evokes cries of protest from French, Ger
mans, Belgians and other Europeans, the 
U.S. and Britain are attempting to estab
lish a Muslim state openly supported, mo
rally and militarily, by Iranian and Turk
ish co-religionists. Most Europeans would 
like to see the Islamic presence in Europe, 
including Istanbul (historically and right
fully Constantinople) disappear complete
ly. Europe certainly does not need a 
bunch of mullahs running around preach
ing jihads. 

The intrigUing part of the U.S. inter
vention in (invasion of) Bosnia is that so 
far there have been many more casualties 
among the corporate hotshots and bu
reaucrats who have visited there than 
among the troops themselves. In the air 
crash near Dubrovnik some 30 high
powered bureaucrats and businessmen 
were killed, compared to only a couple of 
G.!. fatalities on the "front lines." Let us 
hope this ratio continues to hold. If it 
does, we may find Clinton and his war
mongers will develop much less interest 
in the Bosnian fracas, maybe as little in
terest as Clinton had in the Vietnam War. 

Five days before the plane crash, its 
regular pilot, Lt. Col. james Albright, was 
relieved from duty. The reason for his "fir
ing" was somewhat murky. His boss, Brig. 
Gen. William E. Stevens claimed Albright 
was going over his head. A spokesman 

for Albright disputed this by saying the 
Air Force colonel had criticized his super
iors for ordering him to ferry VIPs around 
in "unsafe conditions." In any case, it is 
interesting to note that Gen. Stevens, the 
man who relieved Albright, is a Negro. 
Could Stevens be an affirmative action 
general? Could Commerce Secretary Ron 
Brown have been done in by the very 
policy which he supported so intensely? 
After Albright's outburst, Stevens never
theless ruled that the VIP flights would 
continue. In this connection, it might also 
be edifying to find out who took over as 
pilot of the plane that flew into a Croatian 
mountain. 

Egypt. The government has asked Is
rael for $4 bi Ilion in reparations for the 
Zionist state's massacre of hundreds of 
Egyptian war prisoners and civilians dur
ing the 1956 and Six-Day Wars. Follow
ing the discovery of mass graves, the 
Egyptian media accused Israel of commit
ting "Nazi-style" crimes. 

Argentina. Carlos Menem Jr., the son 
of Brazil's President Carlos Menem, died 
a year ago when his helicopter became 
entangled in some power lines and crash
ed. Although the file in the case was 
eventually closed, a month ago a federal 
judge reopened it in the wake of new 
charges by Zuleima Yoma, the president's 
separated wife and a Syrian like her hus
band's parents, that her son had died at 
the hands of Mossad agents. Like many 
Argentinians, she believes that Jews were 
avenging the massive terrorist bombings 
of Jewish installations in Buenos Aires. 
On July 18, 1994, the blast of a building 
housing various Jewish organizations kill
ed some 100 people and wounded 200. 
Two years earlier in March 1992, the 
bombing of the Israeli Embassy killed 34 
and seriously injured more than 100. 

Emilie Schindler, 88, is not all that en
thusiastic about her husband, the protago
nist of Spielberg's vastly overrated Schin
dler's List. Her recently published auto
biography characterizes her late husband 
as a raging pragmatist, who could have 
cared less about the lives of his 1,300 
Jewish workers. All he wanted from them 
was work, which wouldn't have been 
forthcoming if they had been trundled off 
to Auschwitz. Once again Hollywood 
can't seem--or doesn't want-to get its 
facts straight as far as Jews are concerned. 
As for Spielberg, Emilie says, 'What does 
he know about my life? Absolutely noth
ing." Her opinion about her late husband 
was equally bleak: "I did everything for 
him. He did nothing for me." 
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Re-Elect Nobody 
A gentleman named Gerald Sprouse has dreamed up a clever 

way to stop congressional seniority, which permits politicians 

On the Road Agai n! 
David Duke, still alive and still kicking, is running for the 

U.S. Senate. He hopes to win Louisiana's Republican senatorial 
primary in September and then have a face-to-face contest with 
a black Democrat for the Senate seat being vacated by J. Bennett 
Johnston, to whom Duke lost in 1990, though he did garner a re
spectable 38% of the vote. 

Duke hasn't changed one iota of his political pitch. Indubita
bly his all-for-the-Majority program is as popular as ever among 
voters, not only in Louisiana but nationwide. Giving voters what 
they want, however, is not a priority in this hyped polity called 
democracy. Voters want an end to illegal immigration and a 
sharp reduction in the legal influx. Voters want a harsh crack
down on crime, tougher sentences and many more and many 
faster executions of the murderous criminals in our midst. Voters 
also want to balance the budget. 

The above is what voters want, but it is not what voters are 
getting. What they are getting is what the media and government 
want them to get. When a person like Duke or even a pale imita
tion (Buchanan comes to mind) runs for office he is demonized 
so thoroughly that the ordinary citizen feels that voting for such 
a person is a quasi-crime. Extremism, despite Barry Goldwater's 
cliche, is still a vice and millions of Majority members would 
rather vote for a "safe" mainstream candidate or stay away from 
the voting booth altogether for fear of being tagged an extremist. 
Candidates like Duke or Buchanan would get perhaps 25% 
more voter support if the media and the establishment would 
treat them even half-fairly. 

who have served half a lifetime in Congress to dominate ~e all
powerful committees. Sprouse wants voters to re-elect nobody, 
meaning by that it is alright to elect representatives and senators 
the first time, but not to keep re-electing and re-electing them so 
seniority inevitably puts them in the legislative driver's seat. Any 
subscriber intrigued by the "re-elect nobody" idea may write to 
Gerald Sprouse for a free bumper sticker. His address is P.O. Box 
830, Coltewah, TN 37363. 

Conference Booster 
I would like to strongly encourage all readers of Instauration 

to attend the American. Renaissance Conference in Louisville on 
Memorial Day weekend, May 25-27. As one who attended the 
A.R. Conference two years ago, I can tell you it was intellectually 
first-rate. Brilliant, incisive speakers of national and international 
prominence discussed topics embargoed by the media. A thor
oughly upscale affair, it offers an all-important networking oppor
tunity. Get involved! Call (502) 637-3242 for info. 
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Reactive Cop 
Sgt. Edward Kirste, 26-year-old veteran of the much maligned 

L.A. County Sheriff's Dept., has founded the Association of White 
Male Peace Officers. He's getting holy hell for his efforts, which 
leaves him mystified, because Asian and black peace officers 
have their own protective groups. It has taken Kirste some time to 
figure out that in the bloodshot eyes of the media what is good 
for black and yellow geese is not good for white ganders. 328 

O~er fuctors, in addition ~ routine d~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
monization, are called into play to prevent 
pro-Majority candidates from winning any 
election. Such candidates have to file a 
mountain of financial reports so labyrinthine 
that even a mathematical genius like the Una
bomber could not fathom them. Duke is still 
being investigated for transgressions arising 
from his campaigns of several years back. 

Another red flag is voting fraud, wide
spread in certain parts of the country. Big-city 

political machines will go to any length to 
prevent someone they don't control from 
winning an election, even if it involves out
right ballot stuffing. If that method should fail 
and if it appears nothing can stop an America 
Firster from being elected, then there is al
ways the H uey Long and George Wa Ilace 

treatment. 
In sum, a pro-Majority candidate has to 

do much more than toss his hat in the ring. 
He has to duel with a 100% hostile media, be 
familiar with encyclopedic election laws and 
guard against ~e massive vote fraud that may 

be called into play to defeat him. Most impor
tant, he must do what he can to protect him
self from physical attacks. American politics 

has a large criminal streak, a streak broad 
enough to include assassination. 

A lot of roadblocks stand in the way of 
someone like David Duke. To help him get 
through them, green stuff is needed. Duke's 
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